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The majority of this handbook comes from
http://www.coachingsoccer101.com/drills.htm

If you have any questions contact maconsocceracademy@gmail.com



Foreward

Much of what I am putting in this will depend on the age and skill level of the kids you
are working with. You will need to adjust your drills according to the temperament of the kids
you are dealing with. More aggressive players and teams will be more successful and there is
nothing you can do to make timid kids aggressive.

We work to identify stronger players and spread them out evenly among the younger
teams in an attempt to make it more fun for the kids, but this rarely works. If your team is not as
strong, do not worry. You can still use the time to teach the kids how to play the sport and to
have fun.

It also might be a good idea for you to try and watch part of one of the upper level
practices. It would help you get a feel for how more seasoned coaches do it.

At Macon Soccer Club we play Micro Soccer in U6. We use small size fields and a
constant play philosophy to keep the games going. When a ball goes out of bounds, we just
throw another one back in and keep the play going.

WHY MICRO SOCCER

 Modified soccer will develop players faster with more touches.
 Opportunity for less complicated and better decisions.
 Less players, coach can see the players clearer.
 Offers Parent/coaches an opportunity to grow in progressions also.
 Teaches kids that they can play 3V3 (street soccer) soccer in the school

yard or back yard.
 More exposure to defending and attacking principles
 No Refs- NO pressure
 Better fitness training and players physically match field
 Before you can run, you have to learn how to walk.
 Micro soccer offers natural progressions up to full sized soccer



My Own Personal Tips

Your kid came home a month ago and he/she wants to play soccer. Great, you have
never even seen a soccer game before, this should be fun! A week later, you find out you are the
coach. Dear God, what do I do know?

#1 KEEP IT FUN Picture yourself at the bank and you are the last person in a 12 person line.
Any fun? Same thing for the kids. Avoid using lines in your drills or activities.

Another good practice tip is not to have elimination games in which a player sits if he loses.
Chances are good that if he lost, he needs to practice and not be sitting.

#2 HAVE A PLAN You won't be stumbling for ideas with 24 eyes looking at you. You will look
more professional. Fold it in half and tuck it in on the side of your waistband for quick access to
it. After practice, use it to write what worked good and what you would change. Keep them as
records so you know what and when you practiced.

#3 ARRIVE EARLY. Have all your cones laid out for two or three activities. Avoid down time
in between drills. No time for kids to get into mischief. HAHA

#4 USE SMALL SIDED GAMES

OTHER TIPS for FUN EFFECTIVE SOCCER PRACTICE

-Have an odd number of players. Use the player as a target player (a player that plays on both
teams). This will give you numbers up on either offense or defense. This can be useful to show
the team success in a certain area. Or use extra player as "ball buddy" to keep player busy.

-Last player to practice is on "cone duty". Cone duty is picking up all the cones and gear at the
end of practice. I guarantee the player won’t be late too often.

-Keep it simple. Don't use big fancy words.

-Fake it. If you had a bad day at work and you are not enthusiastic about being at practice then
you have to fake it.

-If a drill or activity is not working, don't be afraid to change it or even stop it all together. Also,
don’t give up on a drill. Make variations that fit your team or your skill level as a coach.

- Assume Nothing: As you start the soccer season with these kids, assume nothing. Some of them
may have no idea of the meaning of “dribble” or “out of bounds” etc…

- ATTENTION SPANS: Once I have them on the line, I figure I have about 28 seconds to
explain whatever comes next. In my opinion, if you can’t explain it in 28 seconds, you’re
doomed to fail.



First Training Session - Getting Started

Introduce yourself to players and parents as they show up
Teach players to shake hands and introduce themselves to each other as they show up.
You’ll have to carry them through this. They are very undeveloped socially.
Just let them goof around until the rest of the team shows up.
Talk to them and joke around with them, remember, some of them are first timers.

Gather the kids around…….
Tell them how the practices will go. You’ll play a few games, do some drills and then a
scrimmage. Ask them if they know the most important rule (having fun and being nice).

Soccer Basics

Soccer is wonderful in that it can really be distilled down to a very simple game. This is one of
the reasons I think it is such a great sport for children. At this age, the key is to keep it as simple
as possible. I emphasize the following points:

Take the ball away from the other team and put it in our goal.
Pretty simple, huh? But that’s it. Remind them that our goal is the one that has the mascot in it. I
will repeat this objective constantly the first few practices, and get them to chant it back to me
before every game.
No Hands….
I’ll bounce the ball off their knees, heads, heads, etc… and ask them if it’s ok to hit the ball with
that part of their body. They say “YES” Do we ever touch the ball with our hands? NO
Be nice…..
Go over the concept of cheering for teammates and encouraging them.

Listen to what you tell them
Be very loud, and as precise with your instructions as possible. 9 out of 10 times, if the kids have
not done what I asked of them, it is because I did not do a good job of telling them exactly what I
wanted them to do. IE… If I yell "OK, Everyone line up", they will mill around, look at their
buddy, and presume they are lined up just fine with him. Please be as precise, and as detail as
possible with you instructions.

Don't Worry, Be Happy
Never, Never, Get frustrated with the level of soccer play.
Always be loud in a positive way
Never get loud in a negative way.
Understand that some kids are not mature enough to "get" what is going on. The mark of a good
coach is to work to make sure that these kids have fun too. Please don't get frustrated with them,
instead, try to be amused by whatever is going on in this child's head. As a coach, you want to
make sure this child is having fun, and he wants to come back the next day and the next year and
play. As long as he keeps having fun, he will continue to come back until the day he finally does
“get it”.



PRACTICE OUTLINE

Date ______________ Team_______________________

Objective
_______________________________________________

Warm Up Coaching Points

Individual Skills/Activities

Small Group/Activities

Large Group/Activities

Warm Down



Simple Drills/Games

Red Light Green light
The classic kids game. Sometimes I'll throw in blue light and make them cluck like a
chicken. Emphasize that they are to take “Tiny Kicks” and keep the ball close to their
body. On red lights, they are supposed to stop the ball with their foot. If the ball is not
close to them, they can’t stop it.

Candy by the flamingos
Place a pink flamingo with candy beneath it at the other end of the complex and have
them dribble to it and back. The emphasis here is to keep the ball kind of close to their
body and kind of in control. Dribble along with them and yell encouragement. Have
them use “tiny kicks’ to keep the ball close.

Sharks and Minnows (or whatever)
Classic Kids game. One kid starts without a ball, and he chases the other kids around
trying to kick their ball away from them. If their ball goes out of bounds, they become a
shark and have to help trying to kick other kids balls away.

Dribbling through Gates
Set up a series of cones in random locations kind of close together. Set the cones in
pairs (gates) about 2 feet apart. Tell the kids they have to dribble through the gates, and
count how many gates that they get through in 30 seconds. Tell them they can’t go
through the same one twice in a row.
Then do it again and tell the kids to try to get more gates than they did last time.

Follow the leader.
Have them follow you around. The intent is to practice dribbling and to take breaks to
work on minor skills. Every 20 steps or so, do something like “take a knee” or “right
shoe with your laces only” or anything bizarre you can think of.

Steal and Turns.
I do this to try to get the kids to understand turning the ball around after they take it from
the other team. I get all the kids lined up on the endline, and I’ll stand next to them and
the goal with the ball. I’ll dribble out, and after a few steps, yell out one of their names.
They are supposed to chase me down, steal the ball, and take the ball back to the goal
to score. I give them the appropriate amount of resistance based on their own skill. This
is a good drill to have another parent help with. They can then take half the kids to the
other side of the goal.



Dribbling in a square / Simon says
Set out a 20’ x 20’ square. (You can change the size as needed.) Have the kids dribble
around inside the square without hitting anyone else or anyone else’s ball. After they get
comfortable with this, yell out different commands. Do 10 steppies…Take a knee..Touch
the ball with your knee…Cluck like a chicken.
A variation of this is to make it like “Simon says.” They have to keep dribbling until you
say “Simon Says”. Instead of making those who make a mistake having to sit out, make
them dribble to a cone at the other end of the field and come back to be in the game.

Count your dribbles
One of those drills that works well with kids that can count. Have them dribble down to
a cone as fast as they can and come back. Have them count their kicks. Do it again,
and tell the kids to try to beat their own record by kicking it more times than before. You
are trying to teach them to take small kicks and control the ball, but still move quickly.

New games
Ask the kids what games they play at school. Try to create a soccer variation of these
games for practice.

Scrimmages
Scrimmages are the most important part of your practice. That is what the kids want to
do. At this age, make sure you scrimmage every practice. At this age, it doesn’t matter if
it is Boys vs. Boys, boys vs. girls, etc…..Talk to the other coaches that are practicing on
your night and make sure everyone gets a fair shot at scrimmaging.
Make it a learning experience, and teach both teams, not just your own. Don’t be afraid
to stop the game to make a point, just don’t do it so much that it takes away from the
game. Try not to single out someone’s mistake, but focus on the concept of what is
correct. IE….Who knows why we stopped? What do we do next?



Dribbling

Dribbling 1 v 1

1v1 Dribbling with Fitness Twist

Set-up- Use or make a line on the
field. Pair up players and have them
sit indian style(legs crossed) and
facing away from the field (or facing
towards the coaches). Each pair has
a soccer ball between them.

The Game- The coaches go around
to each of the pairs and kicks the ball
into the field. Once the ball is kick,
the two players get up as fast as they
can from indian sitting position and
each player races to the ball and
tries to win and dribble the ball back
to the line. The player who does this
wins one point. They sit again and
wait for the coach to come and kick
the ball again.

Player with most points wins.



1 v 1 Dribbling through Gates

1 V 1 Dribbling Through Gates
Good Dribbling Warm-up

Setup- Large field with a bunch of "cone
gates" about one yard apart. Pair up
players One of the two players needs a
soccer ball..

The Game- On the coaches whistle,
players try to dribble through as many
gates as possible while the other player
tries to steal the ball. Play for a certain
amount of time. 30 to 60 seconds.
Cannot go through the same gate twice
in a row. One point for each gate. If the
other player steals the ball, he gives it
back to attacker. When time is up, switch
positions.

Player with most points wins.



Killer Whale / Buzzing Bee’s

KILLER WHALE- Dribbling and
shielding

Setup- create a large circle with cones.
Have 4-14 players inside the circle
dribbling with a soccer ball. Two
defensive players wearing pinnies are the
"Killer Whales"

The object of the game is for one or
two "killer whales" to kick as many
soccer balls outside of the circle as he
can. Each ball that goes out is worth a
point.

The O's with a soccer ball try to shield
the ball from the killer whale(X's). If his
or her ball gets kicked out, they retrieve
the ball and and continue dribbling in
circle.

The "killer whales" can usually can go
for 30 to 60 seconds and keep track of
their score. Make sure everyone has a
chance to be killer whale. The player
who kicks out the most balls wins.

Use stop watch.
You can use one or two killer whales



Nascar

Nascar fun dribbling drill for younger
players

Set up- 4 -12 players in an area. Each
with a soccer ball.

Coach yells "Ladies and Gentleman,
start your engines". All players have to
tap top of the soccer ball with the bottom
of their cleat ten times.

Coach yells "first gear" --- players
dribble there soccer ball slowly.
Coach yells "second gear" --- players
dribble a little faster.

"third gear"-a little faster
"fourth gear" - as fast as they can.

"third gear" to "second gear" to
"FOURTH GEAR" haha

If two players balls touch "CRASH" --
five push-ups outside circles

Coach can yell "reverse" everyone has to
reverse their race car.



Speed Racer

SPEED RACER-Dribbling for younger
players

Create a large circle with cones.

Players find and stand next to Cone

On coaches whistle, the player race
around the track and try to be the first
one back to their cone.

Progression- tell players they can go in
any direction. This will force them to
keep their heads up



Knock Out

Knock Out- an old classic

Set-up
Create a large circle with cones.
4-18 players each with a soccer ball
inside the circle.

Object of the game is for players to try
to kick other soccer players’ balls out of
bounds while protecting his or her own
soccer ball.

Player who kicks out most wins.



Tag

TAG- Dribbling with soccer ball (or
start with no soccer balls and progress to
dribbling with soccer ball)

Setup- create a grid 20 yards X 40yards.
Start with one player in the middle
holding a soccer ball under his/her
armpit (this person is "it". The rest of the
players line up one one end of the grid
with a soccer ball at their feet.

The object of the game. ON THE
COACHES WHISTLE, players dribble
from one end of the grid to the other
with out being tagged by "it". If a player
is tagged they ALSO become "it".
Dribblers stop when they get to the other
end of the grid. In the beginning - it is
10 dribblers to one "tagger". The next
time back it might be three taggers to 7
dribblers. Eventually the taggers
outnumber the dribblers. You can also
modify it and have the tagger kick the
players’ balls out of the grid.

COACHING POINTS - heads up,
check with the ball and then explode.



Explode

EXPLODE- dribbling
Setup- make two large circles with flat
cones. The outside circle should be 15-
20 yards from the inner circle.
The Game- Players dribble inside the
small circle of cones. On the coaches’
whistle, players explode to the outside
and dribble their ball around an outside
cone. First player back to inner circle
wins.

When players come back, keep
dribbling… coach blows whistle again or
make last player back do 10 "ball taps"
with the bottom of his cleat.

Coaching Points- when exploding, body
low, use the shoe lace part of cleat to
take off.



Attacking & Defending

1 v 1 – Attacking / Defending

1 V 1

Set up a bunch of small fields / grids.
4 players at each field.

Object of the game is to dribble the
soccer ball across the opposite line.

How to play- player 1 kicks ball to
player 2. ONCE player 2 touches the
ball, players 1 can enter the field and
play defender.

Player 2 tries to score a point by
dribbling over the line at the opposite
end of the field. When a player scores or
ball goes out of bounds, they get off the
field and switch sides so next time player
one will play offense. The game resumes
quickly with players 3 and 4.

Make sure player 3 has a ball and is
ready to go.

Variations- to score, player has to STOP
the ball on the end line.
Play 2v2.



Get Outta Here

GET OUT OF HERE-my favorite

Great game to work on all aspects of the
game. Can be played 1v1, 2v2, or 3v3.
Can be used to focus on offense,
defense, techniques, and tactics. Even
though there are lines…game moves
really quick.

THE GAME- two lines of 3-5 players
behind two cones. Coach in the middle
with lots of soccer balls.

When the coach yells "go", the first
players in each line sprints around the
corner cones and around the goals and
tries to be the first player into the
playing area. The coach serves the ball
to the first player into the playing area.
From there, they just play a 1v1 small
sided soccer game. If a goal is scored or
the ball goes out of bounds, the coach
yells "get out of here". The two players
then have to sprint off the field coming
off by the coach so that they don’t
collide with the next two players.

The coach yells "go" and the next two
players go.



Useful Links for More Drills

 http://www.soccerxpert.com/u6-u8-soccer-drills.aspx

 http://www.ayso.org/For_Volunteers/coaches/coach_training_games/u6_training_ga
mes.htm#.V9hdDFLfPe4

 http://www.saysoccer.org/coachingskillsanddrills.aspx

 http://www.soccerplayingguide.com/u6-soccer-drills-for-kids.html

 http://www.top-soccer-drills.com/dribbling-u6-u8.html

 http://www.soccer-for-parents.com/soccer-drills.html

 http://www.coaching-kids-soccer.com/U6-soccer.html


